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Abstract: We introduce the new topology on a topological space generated by the GI -sets. 
For an extensive subcategory 8 of a category ti of Hausdorff spaces’ and continuous maps, we 
consider the subcategory Ce, t of d determined by those members of d which afe: f-close:! i:: 
their %-reflection spaces. It is shown that $J..is also an extensive subcategory of .P( for ever1 
infinite cardinal numter ! if A is hereditary, It is also shown that a completely regular space is 
t -closed in its Stone-Cech compactification iff it is !-compact, that a zero-dimendoual space iu 
I -close:i in its maximal zero-dimensional compactification iff every maximal open cilosed filtler 
with the t-intersection property is fixed, that a Hausdorff uniform space is Mosed in its com- 
pletion iff every Cauchy filter with the f -intersection property is convergent, and that a Haus- 
dorff space is f -closed in its Katktov extension iff every maximal open filter with the t -intersec- 
tion property is convergent. 
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0. Introduction 
It is well known that a completely regular S~KCI X is realcrrmpact if 
and only if it is Q-clc+sed in its Stone-cec:h colmpxtification [SX, i.e. fc)r 
any point p E 6X:X, there is a GB -set conlraining p in pX which does; 
not meet II;’ (see [ 17 ] ). Similarly, we define the Gj -sets on a topological 
space for any infinite cardinal number I’-. We will sbw that a complete- 
ly regular space is f-compact if and only if it is xlosed in its Stone- 
‘&A &y.~ bdge On tempactltie spuces a& refictive subcaregsties 
’ tech compactifkation, Furthermore, for an extensive subcategory 23 of 
a category SQ of Hausdorff spaces and continuous maps, let V.& erie the 
subcategL:y of ti determined by those members of SQ which are t- 
closed in their e-reflection spaces. Then T3t is also an extensive sub- 
‘category of SQ if 5241 is hereditary. With this theorem and its simple modi- 
fications, one can easily get chains of reflective subcategories i 
categories of Hausdorff spaces, analogous to the chain given by the cate- 
gory of the f-comgacr spaces, for the dnfferent cardinal numbeks 1. 
All topo3qical and categorical concepts will be used in the sense of 
Bo!>rbaki [4] and Herrlich [ 1 I 1, respectively. Also we assume through- 
out this paper that a subcategory of a category is full and isomorphism- 
closed. 
1. t-Compact spaces 
Definition 1 .l . Let t be 8x1 infinite cardinal number kid X a topological 
space. A subset of X is said to be a Gf -set if it is an intersection of fewer 
than !, open subsets of X. 
It is clear that tIx G’f -sets of a topological {pace C’X, 6 ) form a basis 
for a topology on X. tie denote the new +T .:;ogy by 6f . A subset of 
X is said to be I-closed if it is closed w’” ‘-. ‘-1 ;]r‘ :ct to 6f . Finally, by the 
Wosure of a subset of X is meant it . c J m with respect o Or . 
The following definition is due to Herrlich [9] . 
Definition 1.2. A completely regular space X is said to be t-compact if 
Gvery z-ultrafilter with the t-intersection property on X is fixed. 
l 
It is known [9] that the category of ‘L-compact spaces is epi-reflective 
in the category of completely regular spaces and continuous maps. For 
any completely regular space X, we denote the reflection of X by 
j!$: x-, pix. 
Notahm 1.3. For a completely regular space X, the family of all union:; 
of fewer ,thRn t cozero isets of /3X, which contain X, will be denotecl by 
coq (X). 
The f-closure of a covpletely regubr space X in /3X is the 
i:ntersectica of the medbers of coq (X). 
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hoof. suppos ). Then there is arL 5 in coz 
P$s.LetS= where each ZL is a. zero-set 
111 < ‘f . Sinx each Z( is a G, -set, & is a Gf -set containingp and c9is- 
joint from X. Hence p does not belong to the f-closure of ;Y in /3X. 
Conversely, assume that p does not belong to the t-closure of X En 
6X. Then there exists a Gp -set G containing p which is disjoint from X. 
Let G = ntEr G,, where each 6, is open in IQX a:nd 111 < It . Since, the 
zero-set neighborhoods form the fundamental system of ne:ighborhoods, 
there exists a LerO-set Z, of @.X with p E ZL and 2,s G,. for each t E I. 
Hence 
p$ 0 (pX-z&)E Cozy(X). 
1 
Noting that every cozero st,t of /3X is a-compact, each ,member of 
cozf (X) is the union of fewer than t compact subsets oi’P;U. Hence each 
member of cozt (X) is !-compact as subspace of flX. Morecver, the inter- 
section of f-compact subspaces i  again ‘f-comj?act (see [9f’). Thus we 
have the following: 
Corollary 1.5. TIie t-closurcr Of a completely rt?gular space .x in /3X is 
f-compact. 
Recall that for a space P, a class of spaces is called P-simple if every 
member of th.c class is ham :omorphic with a closed subspace of a power 
of P. The followin;g lemma is due to HuZek [ 141. 
Lemma 1.6. For ewery inj%-e cardinal number f, the class of I-com,~sct 
spaces is Pf -simple, where 
(0 PHo = co, 1. I; 
(ii) if t is not a limit cardinal number and t = t +, then Pf = It - ( p :?, 
where X is the unit interval and p E I*; 
(5) if t is a limit cardinal number and t f Ho, then Pf = II*, tPi+ l
Theorem 1.7. For a completely regular space AT, pt X is precisely bhe b- . 
closure of X in /?X. 
Proof. Since the Ho-closure of X in flX is OX it self, we may assume that 
‘f is greater thari 8,. Let Y t 2 the f-closure of X in px’. By Coroilary 1.5 
and P@nplici:::y, it is enough (see [ 10, Theol&em 4.3] ) to show that Ir 
is a Pt -extendable xtension of X. In Lemma 1.6, let p = (1), i.e., all 
coordinates are 1. 
Let ‘t be a limit cardina’ number. For any continuous map f on X into 
Pf , let $ be the canonical t xtension off to #X into II,, f I*. Suppose 
there is a ~1 f Y such that J’(S) $6 Pf . Let R, &and T,& be he tth projection 
of It onto-B and the tab prcjjection of II,, t 1’ on& t, respectively. 
Since f(a) 4 Pf , there exists t such that nt f(4) = (1). Consider C: = 
Qn,lrtf)--I[] 1 - 1 /p1, l] ) for each natural number vr and c < t . Since 
G = I? I pE Gr is a Gy -set containing (7, G meets X, say x E G n X. Then 
R~ f(x)‘- (l), hence f(x) $41, which is a contradiction. Hence 71 Y is 
the desired exfension of f to Y. 
By the same argument, one can easily prove that Y is a Pt-extendable 
extension of X for an isolated c&a.rdinal umber t. 
Corollary 1.8. For a completely regular space X, the following are equiv- 
alerr t: 
(i) X is t-compact; 
(ii) X is f-closed ilz &C cuzd 
(iii) X is t.he Zntersect~on of o t-compact xbsets of (N. i.e. subsets 
which are the unions of fewer than I compact subsets oj flX. 
IRemark. The equivalence of (i) and (iii) in the above corollary also ini- 
mediately follows from the main result of [ 51 and [ 9, Theorem 3.11. It is 
ai:sp noted that a completely regular space X is f-compact if and only if 
it i:; the intersection of caz~ (X)_ 9 
Fmpositisn I -9. A t-closed szlbspace of a ‘f-co,m~lzct qce is again f- 
compact. 
Proof. Let Y be a t-closed su’ospace of a f-compact space X. I3eing t - 
compact, X is f-closed in 6X, and hence Y is t-closed in OX. Let i be the 
natural embedding of Y into :“1’. We denote the canonical extension of i 
to 41’ into /3X by r Then it Es obvious that Y = T-l< Y) and the inverse 
image of a f -closed subset under a continuous map is also f -closed. Hence 
Y is f-closed in FY, so that Y is f-compact. 
eflective subcategories 
efkiiion 2.1. Let d be a category of Hausdorff spaces and continuous 
maps. A subcakgory 23 of & is said to be an extensive subcategolvy of
SB if it is a reflective subcategory sxh that the reflections rx : X + rX 
a 
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with respect o 23 are dense embeddings for each X E gQ 
Hereafter, by zn extension space of’ a space X is meant a space Yin 
which X is dense. 
If 8 is an extensive subcategory of a category .cJe of Hausdorff sp,%~e 7 
and cortinuous maps, then let 8f be the subc&gory of SQ detcmnined 
by those members of gQ which are f -closed in tVl=:~ 8 -reflection spaces. 
Theorem 2.2. pr$ SQ is hereditary, then 93t is also 1 extensive subcategory .
ofd l 
Roof. For every X E d , let Q . l X + rX be the F -reflection of X, and 
let rtX be the f -closure of X in rX. Since SQ is hereditary, the subspace 
rfX of rX belongs to d. It is easy to show that jprX beiongs to 2Q. In- 
deed, the natural embedding i: rfX + rX is a 8 -reflection of rfX. Be- 
c_ause, for any Y f @_and fbr any fi rf X -+ Y in. SQ, there is a unique 
f: rX + Y in 23 with frx = fr f , where ri is the natural embedding of X 
into +L Since firi = fr-&pi-f. Th e uniqueness off follovvs from that 
i is an extension. Since rf X is f -closed in its B-reflection space rX, rfX 
belongs to 8f. We wish to show that ri : X + r$ is a reflection of X 
in ‘$31. Take YE Q$ and take any morphism f: X + Y in A . Then there 
is a unique morphism $: rX+ rY in !I) such that j& = ryf. Noting that 
fis also continuous with respect L 6f(rX) and 0+-Y’), we have 
where Tf denotes the ‘t -closure operator. Hence jt : qX -j Y is well 
defined and continuous. Let f f =B. It is obvious,l;hat ft ri = j”. Finally, 
the uniqueness of ff follows from the fact that r$ is an extension. 
Remark. In the above theorem, @f 2 8 for every infinitle cardinal num- 
ber f . Moreover, 8 = 23 HO and \B.$ !& for infinite cardinal numbers t 
andtwith tat. 
. It is known that for every epi-reflective subcategory 8 sf 0-e 
category Haus of Hausdorff spaces and C~~~?UJQUS Imaps, there exists an 
epi-reflective s egory R23 *of as sucF that 23 is extensive in R23 
and for any X US, the 8 -reflection of X is factorized through the 
R2.3 -reflection of X and %-reflection of the R&reflection space:0 
Furthermore, Rr19 is b; hereditary subcategory of ,lds (see IlO] 1. 
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f&r any q&reflective subcategov of Hats, we can associate areflective 
subcategory of Haas containing it with each infinite cardinal number. 
efmition 23. Let Y be an extension space of a space X. For each point 
y E Y, T(y) = {V n X: V = open neighborhood of y i Yl will be ca&d 
the trace filter of y on X. And the family (T(y)),,, will be called the 
fiZter Pace of Y on X, 
spa&ion 2,.4. Let Y be an extension space of a space X. Then X is t - 
closed in Y if and on,ly if every point of Y belongs to X, whenever its 
trace filter has the i -,inte,rsection property. 
Proof. Suppose that X is t -closed in Y. Take y E Y whose trace filter 
has the t -intersection property. For any family (G,)IEI of open neigh- 
borhoods of y wit? /Ii -< j , C, (7 X E T(y) for each c E I, so j:hat 
ii&n X# 0. he.z:eyE rlX=X. 
Conversely, take y E Q X. For any subfamily (G,),,, of ny) with 
Jr( < f , there exists an open neighborhood VL of y for each L E I such 
that V~~X=G,.Since~,V~isaG~-set,fI,V~~X#~,i.e.f~~G,f:@ 
Hence T(y) !MS the f-intersection property. Thus y E X. 
Definition 2.5. A Hausdorff space ic said to be zero-dimensional if it has 
a basis consisting of sets which are both open and closed. 
It is known that the subcategory Q of all zero-dimensional compact 
spaces is epi-reflective in tlrz category Zero of zero-dimensional spaces 
and continuous maps. The reflection of a zero-dimensional space X is 
given by the maximal zero-dimensional compactification of X (see [ 11). 
Definition 2.6. A filter on a space is saiI ;:o be open closed if it has a 
basis consisting of sets which are bo.th opf,n and closed. 
Definition 2.7. A zero-dimensional space X is said to be zero-dimensional- 
ly f-compact if every maximal open closed filter with he f -intersection 
property on X is fixed. 
Note that a zero-dimensional space a L o-dimensionally Ho (H 1 )- 
compact if and only if it is co npact (!+&3mpact, respectively) (see [ 1 O] ). 
Since the reflection space CX of a zero-dimensional space X in CD is 
given by the strict extensiojn (SW [ 3 .I j of X IbNith a11 maximal open close 
filters on X as the fi ter trace, one: can get the following by Proposition 
2.4. 
2.8. ,4 zero-diinensionul space X is xro-dimension~ll~~ t -compact 
if and only if’X is P-closed in tx. 
Since every f -closed subspace of a compact space is f -compact, we 
have the following: 
Corollary 2.9. Every zero-d&mmkmaZly Mmtpact space is a&o t -corn- 
pact. 
For any infinite cardinal number f , the subcategory of’Z~o deter- 
mined by all zero-dimensionally t -compact spaces will be denoted by 
Qt. Nyikos has shown [ C!O] that the category rDH 1 is a proper sub- 
category of all zero-dimensional realcompact spaces. 
Combining the above L,e.mma and 
hereditary, we have the fcllowing: 
the-fact hat the category ZMO is 
Theorem 2.10. The s2lbcar’cegory Cz)f
spaces is epi-reflective in Zero. 
Corollary 2.11. The category of al2 zero-dimens&zal!y % -compact qxzces 
is productive and closed hereditary. 
Corollary 2.12. Every f -closed subspace of a zemdimensioirrally ‘f-corn- 
pact spuce is again zero-dimens&mally t -compact. 
Definition 2.13. A space X is strongZy zero-dimerzsjonal if it is comylete- 
ly regular and PX is tc,tal!y disconnected. 
It is obvious that every strongly zero-dimensional space is zeaodimen- 
sional. But there are zero-dimensional spaces which are not strongly zero- 
dimensional (see [6,16lU] and [ 201). 
Corollary 2.14. For a strongly zero-d’hnensionak space X, X is I: -compact 
if and only ifit is zero-dimensionally i -mnrzpact. 
oof. It is immediate from the fact that ,&X s $x for such 81 spar-e 
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We note that the class of zero-dimensionally k-compacz spaces is Dt - 
simple, where & is defined by replacing the unit interval with the two 
pomt space D with the discrete topology in Lemma I .6 (see [ 141). 
3. t-Complete qxxes 
It is well known that the subcategory & of all complete Hausdorff 
unifo:rm spaces is epi-reflective in the category HUi’f of all Hausdorff 
uniform spaces and uniformly continuous maps via the completions. 
The following definition is due to HuSek [ 141 i 
efinitisn 3.1. Let ‘f be an infinite cardinal number. A Hausdorff uni- 
form space X is said to be k -compZefz if every Cauchy fi,lter with the f - 
intersection property on X is convergent. 
Recall that for a Hausdorff uniform space X, its completion CX is 
given as follows: Its underlying set is the set of all minimal Cauchy 
filters on X and its uniform structure is generated by (P: I;’ = symmetric 
entourage on X * ) , where @ is the set of all pairs (t, Q) of minimal Cauchy 
filters such that there is a set II2 in 5: n 7 which is a V-small set (see [4] ). 
jin this paper, we identify each point of X with its neighborhood filter, 
so that X is a aubspace of cX. 
Wing the t’act hat each minimal Cauchy filter 6 is gemxated by { Y(F): 
V = symmetric entourage on X, E E e}, it is easy to show that the trace 
filter of l E CX on X generates I: itself. Moreover, for any Cauchy filter 
q, there is a unique minima.! Cauchy filter which is coarser than TJ. Hence 
by Proposition 2.4, we have the following: 
hnnw 32. A! l%wsdorff uniform space X is t-complete U?and only if it 
is 9 -closed in c.X. 
3.3. Let f be an i.qf2zite cardinal number. i%e subcategory (St 
determined by all t-complete spaces is epi-reflective in HUng 
ausdorff uniform space X, let c fX be the t -closure of X 
y that of cX. Lzt cf : X+ cfX 
the uniqueness of the com- 
mly continuous 
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map f: X -p Y, there is a unique uniformly continuous map f: c X -0 c Y 
su:h that J”cx = cyf; where cx and cy are the na ural embeddings of X 
and Y into cX and c Y, respectively. Again using the fact that fis con- 
tinuous with respect o 01 (cx) and cif (cY),j?j@) is co 
Thusj;l cfx: cjx + Y is well defined and uniformly continuous. More- 
over, let f t = fl.c& then fr ct = f. Finally the uniqueness of ff follows 
from the fact that cf is a dense embedding. This completes the proof. 
CJoroIIary 3.4. The category a f is pmdtic~he and closed hereditary. 
Corollary 3.5. Every f-closed subspace of a f-complete space is again 
t-complete. 
It is well known [4] that for every completely regular space X, PX is 
homeomorphic to the completion cX of X with the uniform structure 
generated by the set C*(X) of all bounded continuous real-valued maps 
on X. Hence we have the following: 
Crsrollary 3.6. A completely regular space X is f -compact if and ody if 
it is f -complete with respect to the uniform strut:ture oyt X generated by 
(3.x). 
For any infinite cardinal number f , there is a ‘F-compact space which 
is not t -compact for t < f , namely Pr . Thus there is a X -complete ui?i- 
form space which is not r-complete, i.e. Q t c (3 p for t < t . 
It is also well known [ I] that for every xero-dimensional space X, &‘X 
is homeomorphic to the completion c,y Of X with the uniform structure 
generated by the set C(X, D) of all continuous maps on X into D. Hence 
we have the following: 
Corollary 3.7. A zero-dimensional space X (i:s zero~dimensionally f -corn- 
pact if and only if& is f-complete qwith respect to the uniform structure 
on X generat& by C(X, D). 
4. usdorff closed P 
.I. A Hausdorff space X is said ‘f~o be Hdusdorff dosed if for 
every homeomorphism f of? X on&D al subspace of tll Iausdorff space 
f( is closed in X’. 
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~finitiun 4.2. If X and Y are spaces, then a map f: X + Y is said to be 
semi-open if the image under f of each non-empty open set of X has non- 
empty interior ‘ti Y. 
The category of all ausdorff spaces and continuous emi 
will be denated. by Had. Herrlich and Strecker have show 
subcategory g( * of HII& determined by all Hausdorff closed spaces is 
epi-reflective inHam * via the KatEtov extensions (see [ 133 ). 
Definition 4.3. Let f be an infinite cardinal number. A Hausdor 
X is said to be t -Hausdorff closed if every maximal open filter with the 
t-Mersection property on X is convergent. 
We note that a Hausdorff space is Hausdorff closed if and only if it is 
&,-Hausdorff closed. 
Since the Katetov extension KX of a Hausdorff space X (see [ 151) is 
the simple extension space with all non-convergent ma‘ximal open 
together with all open neighborhood filters on X as t e filter trace (see 
[3]), we have the fol owing by Proposition 2.4. 
Lemma 4.4. A Hausdorffspace X is t -Hausdorff closed @‘and wly ifX 
is f -closed in tt X. 
Since a dense subset X of a spats Z meets every non-empty open sub- 
set of 2, we have the following: 
Lemma 4.5 [ 131. Let 2 and Y be spaces and f: 2 + Y be a map. If X is 
dense ira Z and if f 1 X: X + Y is semi-open, then f is also s’emi-open. 
Combining the above lemma and the fact that X is open in XX and 
KX- X is a discrete subspace of KX, we have the following (aaso see [ 21): 
Corollary 4.6. Let X be a Hausdorff space and let Y be a subspace of 
KX. If Y contains X, ‘then KX and KY are hc,meomorpMc. 
The subcategory of ?JS * determined by all f -Hausdorff cl 
spaces wiil. be denoted ti f. We note that the category Huu 
hereditary, for the natural embedding of the real line iito the complex 
plane is not semi-open. 
or any Hausdorff’ space X, iet K~: X + KX be the reflection of 
, i.e., K.X is the Katetov extension of X and ICY is the natural 
embedding. Let K! X be the E -closurre of X in KX and K t : X + tc fx’ the 
natural embedding of X into of X. By Corollary 4.6, KX = KK [X. Being 
t-closed in KX, hence in KK IX, tc t I;r’ belongs to $?I 7. Since X is open in 
K IX, K f is a morphism of HWS *. For any Y in % 7 and for any f: X -+ Y 
in Haus *, there is a unique morphism fi KX -+ KY such that Klyf = _$ b. 9, 
where j is the natural embedding of K: tX into KX. Since pis continuous, 
!(K$) is contained in Y. Let g = fj. Then g : K f X + Y is well defined 
and continuous and gK f = f. ‘Thus g belongs to N T. Finally, the uniqu,e- 
ness of g follows from the fact that ~~ is a dense embedding. 
Remark. Instead of Idatis*, if we consider the category PHaus of Haus- 
dorff spaces and p-maps (see [S] j, Lemma 4.5 and Curollary 4.6 are 
still true. Hence it is easy to prove Theorem 4.7’ for the category pHazkl;. 
llmy 4.8. The category % t of all f l Hausdorff closed spaces is pm- 
ductive and regular closed hereditary. 
Proof. It is immediate from Proposition 2 and Proposition 3 in [ 133. 
We are indebted to the referee for the following examples. The authaag 
wishes to thank him for his suggestions. 
T;et ATDC be the subcategory of Haus determined by arcwise totally 
disconnected compact spaces, i.e. compact space,! contaitning no arcs, 
Then it is obvious that ATDC is closed hereditary. Since every Peano 
space is axwise connected (see [75 ), ATE is aho productive. Hence 
ATDC is sin e$i-reflective subcategory of Ham (we [ 111). Moreover, 
[ATDC, Camp] is a jump in the “lattice” of all epi+eflective subcate- 
gories of Ham, w ere Co$ is the category of compact spaces anE :ean- 
tinuous maps. Be se, for any compact space P ,&rhich contains an a~ 
C’omp is Faimple. Let RATDC be the swbcategor,lr of Haus determined 
by A TDGregular spaces (see [ lo]). Then ‘we can lcoastlr?lct a chain of 
epi-reflective subcategories A-TI>Cf of ~Iaus c;onMning A Z’DC: for the 
different cardinal numbers f applying Theorem 2.2 to RATDC and 
s determined by the compa,ct 
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qwxs which contain no non-degenerate metric subcarat%ua. Then it is 
easy to show that MT.DC is an qi-reflective subcategory of Haus and a 
proper subcategory of ATBC (see [ 71). By zhe same argument as .ttbove, 
we can associate an epi-reflective subcategory MTDCt contiining .1 
with each infinite cardinal number 1 . 
We do not know yet the internal characterizations of spaces bel!snging 
to ATd)Ct and of aces belonging to MTDCf . 
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